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Break-seq reveals hydroxyurea-induced chromosome
fragility as a result of unscheduled conflict between
DNA replication and transcription
Elizabeth A. Hoffman,1 Andrew McCulley, Brian Haarer, Remigiusz Arnak, and

Wenyi Feng
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, SUNY Upstate Medical University, Syracuse, New York 13210, USA

We have previously demonstrated that in Saccharomyces cerevisiae replication, checkpoint inactivation via a mec1 mutation
leads to chromosome breakage at replication forks initiated from virtually all origins after transient exposure to hy-
droxyurea (HU), an inhibitor of ribonucleotide reductase. Here we sought to determine whether all replication forks
containing single-stranded DNA gaps have equal probability of producing double-strand breaks (DSBs) when cells attempt
to recover from HU exposure. We devised a new methodology, Break-seq, that combines our previously described DSB
labeling with next generation sequencing to map chromosome breaks with improved sensitivity and resolution. We show
that DSBs preferentially occur at genes transcriptionally induced by HU. Notably, different subsets of the HU-induced
genes produced DSBs in MEC1 and mec1 cells as replication forks traversed a greater distance in MEC1 cells than in mec1 cells
during recovery from HU. Specifically, while MEC1 cells exhibited chromosome breakage at stress-response transcription
factors, mec1 cells predominantly suffered chromosome breakage at transporter genes, many of which are the substrates of
those transcription factors. We propose that HU-induced chromosome fragility arises at higher frequency near HU-
induced genes as a result of destabilized replication forks encountering transcription factor binding and/or the act of
transcription. We further propose that replication inhibitors can induce unscheduled encounters between replication and
transcription and give rise to distinct patterns of chromosome fragile sites.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

Chromosome fragile sites (CFSs) were defined cytologically as site-

specific gaps, constrictions, or breakage onmammalianmetaphase

chromosomes (Sutherland 1979). Recent years have seen intense

scrutiny of the underlyingmechanisms of chromosome fragility as

increasing evidence suggests that CFSs are hotspots for genome

rearrangements frequently observed in cancer cells (Arlt et al.

2006; Durkin and Glover 2007; Casper et al. 2012; Debatisse et al.

2012). Replication timing analyses suggested that DNA replication

fork instability is a potential cause for chromosome fragility (Le

Beau et al. 1998; Wang et al. 1998; Hellman et al. 2000; Palakodeti

et al. 2004). Recent studies also suggested that, at least in the case of

FRA3B and FRA16D (two of themost frequent common fragile sites

in the human genome), paucity of replication initiation events is

correlated with chromosome fragility (Letessier et al. 2011; Ozeri-

Galai et al. 2011). Thus, themechanism of chromosome fragility at

the CFSs still remains unclear—in particular, theories that are ca-

pable of explaining why different cell types or replication in-

hibitors produce distinct spectra of CFSs are still lacking. For in-

stance, it was reported that fibroblasts and lymphocytes from the

same individual showed different frequencies of CFSs (Murano

et al. 1989). It is thought that differential gene expression plays

a role in shaping the chromosome fragility profile under various

conditions, suggesting that conflict between replication and gene

expression may be an underlying cause of chromosome fragility.

Conflict between replication and transcription is a well-

documented phenomenon in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes

(Bermejo et al. 2012; Merrikh et al. 2012). Such conflicts, particu-

larly head-on collisions, are generally avoided in most model or-

ganisms as recently reviewed (Mirkin and Mirkin 2007). For in-

stance, highly transcribed genes are encoded on the leading strand

in most bacterial genomes (Rocha 2002). It was hypothesized that

such an organization would ensure the directions of replication

and transcription to be codirectional and to avert head-on colli-

sions (Brewer 1988). In those cases in which coincidental tran-

scription and replication are inevitable, cells seem to have evolved

mechanisms to resolve these conflicts without any apparent ill

consequence. For example, the yeast ribosomal DNA locus also

contains a replication fork barrier to specifically halt replication

fork progression, thereby averting head-on collisions between the

transcription and replication machineries (Brewer and Fangman

1988). Intriguingly, the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome is rather

conducive to such potential conflict as the origins of replication

(origins hereafter) are preferentially located in intergenic regions

between converging transcription units (MacAlpine and Bell 2005;

Nieduszynski et al. 2007; Yin et al. 2009). It has also been shown

that yeast tRNAs can stall replication forks in a polar fashion

(Deshpande and Newlon 1996). Similarly, RNA polymerase II (Pol

II) transcribed genes can produce strong pause sites for replication

forks (Azvolinsky et al. 2009). How the organism resolves these

potential conflicts and maintains fitness is still unclear. In-

terestingly, in vitro experiments using programmed head-on col-
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lision between Escherichia coli DNA and RNA polymerases in-

dicated that the replication fork is capable of resuming synthesis

without collapsing upon collision (Pomerantz and O’Donnell

2010). However, such analysis has not been performed with

eukaryotic enzymes where DNA polymerase has a relatively lower

speed than the bacterial equivalent and thereforemight not fare as

well in a collision with the RNA polymerase. Consistent with this

notion, mutations in a multitude of pathways that increase the

frequency of replication-transcription conflicts can lead to ge-

nome instability (Tuduri et al. 2009; Luna et al. 2012; Duch et al.

2013). Here we propose that replication inhibitors can also induce

unscheduled conflicts between replication and transcription due

to their dual effects on these two processes, leading to DSBs.

We recently examined the dynamics of chromosome fragility

in a yeast replication checkpoint mutant,mec1-1 sml1-1 (mec1-1 is

a lethal mutation that requires the presence of the sml1-1 allele for

survival, hereafter referred to as mec1 for simplicity), after nucle-

otide starvation by a potent inhibitor of ribonucleotide reductase,

hydroxyurea (HU) (Feng et al. 2011). Using microarray-based si-

multaneousmapping of single-strandedDNA (ssDNA) and double-

strand breaks (DSBs), we observed that chromosomal fragility was

preceded by ssDNA formation at the replication forks. However,

DSBs were observed at apparently similar frequencies at the repli-

cation forks throughout the genome. Moreover, although ssDNA

was present at replication forks during exposure to HU, high levels

of DSBs were not evident until HU was removed from the cells.

These observations prompted the current study in which we asked

whether replication forks at certain genomic regions are more

prone to breakage than at others, particularly during recovery from

HU.

Here we describe an improved methodology named ‘‘Break-

seq’’ that combines the previously described DSBmapping by end-

repair (Feng et al. 2011) with next generation sequencing tech-

nology, a readout that provides unparalleled sensitivity and reso-

lution compared to microarrays (hereafter referred to as ‘‘Break-

chip’’). Break-seq facilitated the detection of DSBs not only during

cell recovery from HU, where chromosome breakage was abun-

dant, but also when cells were still exposed to HU where chro-

mosome breakage was below detection by previous methods. We

identified breakage hotspots at a wide range of transporter genes,

includingmetal ion transmembrane transporters inmec1 cells and

at stress-response transcriptional factors in MEC1 cells. Based on

these results, we propose that DSBs result from a clash between

unstable replication forks and increased transcription at HU-in-

duced genes due to the dual effects of HU on replication and gene

transcription.

Results

Break-seq, a universally adaptable DSB mapping method

We previously used Break-chip to map chromosome breakage in

the yeast checkpoint mutant mec1 and demonstrated that HU

treatment causes single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) formation at rep-

lication forks, which is subsequently converted to DSBs by an

unknownmechanism (Feng et al. 2011). However, it is unclear if all

ssDNA regions have equal likelihood of becomingDSBs.Moreover,

if the DSBs resulted from intrinsic instability of the ssDNA, it is

unclear why chromosome breakage is only evident during re-

covery from HU rather than when cells are still in HU (Feng et al.

2009). To achieve DSB detection with high sensitivity, we de-

veloped an improved methodology, Break-seq (Fig. 1A). Briefly, we

labeled DNA ends with biotin using the T4 DNA polymerase

contained in the End-Repair enzyme mix (End-It, Epicentre), fol-

lowed by shearing of the chromosomal DNA, capturing labeled

double-strandedDNA and constructing libraries usingmultiplexed

Illumina technology. We used the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (Li

and Durbin 2009) or Bowtie 2 (Langmead and Salzberg 2012) to

align these sequence reads to the S. cerevisiae reference genome

(SacCer3) (Supplemental Table S1). We then used MACS (Model-

based Analysis of ChIP-seq) to identify genomic regions showing

significant levels (P < 1 3 10�5) of end-labeled signals in either

a single sample (One-Sample test) or enriched in a sample com-

pared to a control (Two-Sample test) (Zhang et al. 2008).

We first performed a proof-of-concept experiment by digest-

ing a G1-arrested (by a-factor) sample frommec1 cells with BamHI

in vitro (referred to as the G1BamHI sample), followed by Break-seq.

We identified 1296 DSBs in the G1BamHI sample with apparently

good correlation with the known 1679 BamHI sites in the S288c

reference genome based on visual inspection (Fig. 1B). We further

demonstrated that 231 of 241 DSBs on four representative chro-

mosomes (II, III, VI, andX) were foundwithin a 1-kb distance from

a known BamHI site with a median distance of 217 bp (Supple-

mental Table S2). This result demonstrated that the Break-seq

method identifies bona fide DSBs. It also implies that the average

end-repair track length by T4 DNA polymerase is 200–300 bp.

Break-seq permits detection of low levels of DSBs at origins
of replication during exposure to HU

We performed two independent experiments (Exp A and B) for

mec1 and one experiment (Exp C) forMEC1 cells and collected the

following samples: (1) cells synchronously released into S phase in

the presence of 200mMHU for 1 h (HU); and (2) cells recovered for

1 h after removal of HU (Recovery). For clarity, hereafter the sam-

ples associated with the MEC1 and mec1 cells will bear the super-

scripts ‘‘MEC1’’ (as in HUMEC1) and ‘‘mec1’’ (as in Recoverymec1),

respectively. Both the HUmec1 samples and the Recoverymec1 sam-

ples exhibited significant concordance between the two experi-

ments (Fig. 1C; Supplemental Table S3). To compare the DSB pro-

files between samples, we visualized the sequence reads using

SeqMonk (Babraham Bioinformatics, http://www.bioinformatics.

babraham.ac.uk/projects/seqmonk/) (Fig. 2A; Supplemental Fig.

S1). We also tested if copy number variation in the samples in S

phase would produce artifactual DSB signals at the replicated re-

gion by performing Break-seq from the G1 samples or ‘‘mock’’

Break-seq without biotinylated nucleotides from the HU samples.

Both control samples yielded apparently random signals across the

genome (Supplemental Fig. S2). However, we note that some of the

signals in the mock Break-seq samples were enriched near origins

(Supplemental Fig. S2, black arrows).

Using MACS, we detected 138 and 151 DSB peaks in the

HUmec1 samples of Exp A and B, respectively, with ;60% con-

cordance (Fig. 2B; Supplemental Table S4). We also detected 103

DSB peaks in the HUMEC1 sample (Supplemental Table S4). We

compared the locations of these DSBs to those of 626 confirmed

or likely OriDB (origin database)-curated origins (http://www.

oridb.org; S. cerevisiae v2.0.1). The majority of the DSBs in the

HUmec1 samples, 79% (109 of 138) and 85% (129 of 151) from Exp

A and B, overlapped with an origin with the median distance

between their mid points being 600 bp and 377 bp, respectively.

Similarly, 72% (74 of 103) of DSBs from the HUMEC1 sample

overlapped with an origin with a median distance of 543 bp.

Colocalization of the DSBs and the origins was evaluated by
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calculating the frequency at which a randomized set of DSBs in

a simulation (10,000 iterations) were found to overlap with ori-

gins at the same or greater frequency than the observed data. All

three HU samples showed significant colocalization of the DSBs

and origins (P < 0.0001). Thus, we concluded that low levels of

chromosome breakage occurred near the origins even in the

presence of HU in both mec1 and MEC1 cells. We note, however,

that DSB signals near selected origins were at least partially at-

tributable to ploidy increase.

DSBs during recovery from HU are correlated with replication
fork progression

Using MACS, we also detected 190 and 217 DSBs in the

Recoverymec1 samples from Exp A and B, respectively, with 65%

concordance (Fig. 2B), and 79 DSBs in the RecoveryMEC1 sample

(Supplemental Table S4). DSBs during recovery from HU were

more distal from the origins in the MEC1 cells than those in the

mec1 cells (Fig. 2A), resulting in a lower concordance (R = 0.793)

between DSBs in the HU and Recovery samples (Supplemental

Table S3). This observation is consistent with the notion that in

the MEC1 cells, replication forks were capable of resuming after

the removal of HU, whereas those in mec1 cells were not (Feng

et al. 2009). The comparison also revealed that at many genomic

loci, the DSB level was only apparent in the Recovery sample

compared to the HU sample (Fig. 2A).

Enrichment of chromosome breaks during recovery from HU
occurs preferentially at transporter genes in mec1 cells

We then asked if there were ‘‘enriched DSBs’’ in the Recovery

samples relative to the HU samples by performing a Two-Sample

test inMACS.We identified 186 and 209 enrichedDSBs fromExpA

and B, respectively, with ;50% overlap (Fig. 2C; Supplemental

Table S5). The relatively low level of concordance is attributable to

variations in replication fork dynamics as we previously observed

unrestrained replication fork movement inmec1 cells in HU (Feng

et al. 2009). Nevertheless, we focused on those common regions of

DSBs and asked: What makes these enriched DSBs the preferred

sites for chromosome breakage?

We first examined what genomic features were associated

with these enriched DSBs in the Recoverymec1 samples in the two

biological replicate experiments. We identified 745 and 760 fea-

tures in Exp A and B, respectively, either enclosed by or over-

lapping with the enrichedDSBs (Fig. 2C). There were 203 common

features, including 184 protein-coding genes, one pseudogene

Figure 1. (A) Schematic representation of Break-seq procedures. Chromosomal DNA is shown embedded in agarose plugs (depicted by cubes) for in-gel
labeling for DSBs. (B) View of a portion of Chromosome X (105,000–500,000 bp) showing the concordance between DSBs from the BamHImec1, G1

(control) sample and the known BamHI sites (the annotation track on top). The data track is shown at the bottom. Color scales from blue to red indicate
increasing number of sequence reads in a given window. (C ) Scatter plot of Pearson’s correlation between two biological replicate experiments. Log
transformed values of read counts per base normalized to total number of sequenced bases are plotted for the HU samples (left) and the Recovery samples
(right). In each plot, the values from the Exp A samples are plotted on the x-axis and those from the Exp B samples on the y-axis.
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(YIL167W, remnant of an ancestral ORF encoding an L-serine

dehydratase found in other yeast species), 17 tRNAs, and one small

nucleolar RNA (SNR37) associated with enriched DSBs (Fig. 2C;

Supplemental Table S6). The RNA genes equally partitioned into

convergent (nine tRNAs and SNR37) and codirectional (eight

tRNAs) with respect to a replication fork from the nearest origin. In

contrast, among the 185 common protein-coding genes, 69 are

codirectional and 116 are convergent with the nearest replication

fork (Supplemental Table S7). This bias for convergent replication

and transcription contrasts the genome average—nearly equal

numbers of ORFs in the yeast genome (3185 versus 3406) are

convergent or codirectional with the nearest replication fork, re-

spectively (x2 = 15.37, the two-tailed P < 0.0001). Therefore, we

wondered if the formation of the enriched DSBs involved clashes

between replication and transcription at these genes. If this were

true, one would predict some commonality among these break-

associated genes.

We then asked what Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment might

exist among the 185 common genes, or ‘‘enriched DSB-associated

genes.’’ These genes were enriched for ‘‘transporter activity’’ (P =

0.0037) and consisted of a wide range of transporters of carbohy-

drates, lipids, metal ions, and drugs (Supplemental Table S8). In

particular, ‘‘metal ion transmembrane transporter activity’’ (P =

0.002 and P = 0.004 for Exp A and B, respectively) was represented

by 11genes in each experiment,with four in common (ARN2,YKE4,

ALR2, andUGA4, highlighted in Supplemental Table S8). These four

gene products are responsible for transporting siderophore-iron,

zinc, magnesium, and gamma-aminobutyric acid, respectively. The

‘‘enriched DSB-associated genes’’ also showed predominance for

‘‘salvage pathways of pyrimidine ribonucleotides’’ (FUR1 andCDD1;

P = 0.034). We note the observed GO enrichment was relatively

weak, i.e., not deemed statistically significant (P > 0.01) when cor-

rected for multiple testing. Nevertheless, we wondered whether the

enrichment of DSBs associated with these genes was a result of

transcription up-regulation in response to HU. Closer inspection of

the enrichedDSB loci provided evidence supporting our hypothesis.

For instance, transcription from both ARN2 and UGA4 are conver-

gent with replication from the nearest confirmed origin (Fig. 3A).

Furthermore, we identified in both experiments an enriched DSB at

Chr XII: 448345–451179, between the convergent ARS1216 and the

first copy of 35S rDNA transcript within the ribosomal DNA (rDNA)

repeats (data not shown). Note the replication fork from ARS1216 is

not insulated by a replication fork barrier as are forks generated from

the origins within the rDNA repeats.

Enriched DSBs in MEC1 cells are correlated with transcription
factors for stress response

We also identified 137 ‘‘enriched DSBs’’ from the RecoveryMEC1

sample relative to the HUMEC1 sample inMEC1 cells (Supplemental

Table S5) and 244 associated genes (Supplemental Table S6). These

genes were enriched for RNA polymerase II transcription factors

Figure 2. Chromosome views of the Break-seq data using SeqMonk. Sequence reads quantification was performed as described in Supplemental Figure
S1. (A) View of Chromosome X (745,751 bp) of the HU and Recovery samples from all experiments. The annotation tracks from top to bottom are (1) ORFs
(red, Watson-strand-encoded; blue, Crick-strand-encoded); (2) OriDB-curated confirmed and likely ARSs; (3) Rad53-checked origins (Feng et al. 2006);
(4) Rad53-unchecked origins (Feng et al. 2006); (5) enriched DSBs in Exp A; (6) enriched DSBs in Exp B; and (7) enriched DSBs in Exp C. The data tracks are
as labeled. (B) Venn diagrams showing concordance between the DSBs in HU samples alone and between the DSBs in Recovery samples alone in the two
experiments. (C ) Venn diagrams showing the concordance between the enriched DSBs in two experiments (left) and the identification of 203 common
features (middle) and 185 common protein-coding genes (right).
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(GO:1077; P = 0.005) (Supplemental Table S8), represented by

PDR3, RIM101, RPN4, UME6, and CAT8, which are all direct or

indirect regulators of stress response genes (Wendler et al. 1997;

Nishizawa et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2010; Soontorngun et al. 2012;

McDaniel and Strahl 2013). For instance, an enriched DSB-asso-

ciated region ;15 kb downstream from ARS1013 (Fig. 3B)

encompasses RNR2 (strongly induced by replication stress in

a Mec1/Rad53 checkpoint-dependent manner) (Huang et al.

1998), APS3 (encoding a small subunit of a clathrin-associated

protein complex, whose protein abundance increases in response

to DNA replication stress) (Tkach et al. 2012), RRN7 (encoding

a core factor of the rDNA transcriptional complex), and two

uncharacterized ORFs (YJL27C, whose deletion renders the cell

HU-sensitive, and YJL28W). Similarly, enriched DSBs were detec-

ted at theRIM101 locus (Fig. 3B). In addition, distinctDSBs can also

be observed—although not deemed significant by MACS—at

OCA5 and WSC4, both implicated in stress response (Verna et al.

1997). Interestingly, many of the targets of these stress-response

genes were associatedwith enrichedDSBs in themec1mutant, e.g.,

ARN2 and YKE4 are substrates of RIM101, RPN4, and UME6 (Salin

et al. 2008; Reimand et al. 2010). Therefore, it stands to reason that

a common stress response was elicited in themec1 andMEC1 cells

and that HU-induced gene expression causes unscheduled con-

flicts with replication at different loci contingent on replication

fork progression.

We also asked whether the differential enrichment of DSB-

associated genes in MEC1 and mec1 cells is due to nonrandom

distribution of these genes with regard to their distance to origins.

The average distance between the 113 most DSB-proximal genes

(among the 244 genes encompassed by the enriched DSBs in the

MEC1 cells) and the nearest origin is 8649 bp (9476 bp if Rad53-

checked origins were excluded), at least 3.3 times the average dis-

tance between the DSB-associated genes in mec1 cells and their

nearest origins (2619 bp). We asked if the transcription factors

might be more distant from the origins than the transporter genes

such that the replication forks in mec1 cells would have a lower

probability of encountering them during recovery from HU. The

average distance between all 50 ‘‘RNA polymerase II transcription

factors’’ [GO:1077] and their nearest origin is 7764 bp, and the

average distance between 206 substrates of these transcription

factors and their nearest origin is 7805 bp. We also tested multiple

randomly chosen gene groups for origin-to-gene distances and did

not find apparent bias for any group (data not shown). Thus, it

does not appear that there is a biased distribution of yeast genes

with regard to their relative location to the origins. That different

DSB-associated genes are enriched in mec1 versus MEC1 cells is

more likely due to differential replication dynamics, including

origin activation timing/efficiencies and fork migration rates.

Meta-analyses of DSBs with regards to genes involved
in codirectional or convergent replication and transcription

To gain a comprehensive understanding of the relationship be-

tween the enriched DSBs relative to the DSB-associated genes, we

performed a meta-analysis to ask how the DSBs are distributed

relative to the transcription unit. We calculated the relative dis-

Figure 3. Examples of genomic loci containing enriched DSBs in mec1 (A) andMEC1 (B) cells. The annotation tracks are gene (1), labeled red and blue
for Watson- and Crick-strand-encoded, respectively, and origins of replication (2). ORF names and ARS numbers are as labeled and centered on themarker
in each track. The data tracks are as labeled. Only those genes that overlap with the enriched DSBs are named (OCA5 and WSC4 at the ARS804 locus not
shown). A dubious ORF and two tRNAs at the RNR2 loci are not labeled due to space restriction. Distribution of enriched DSBs with respect to genes in
MEC1 (C ) andmec1 (D) cells. All DSB-associated genes, in either codirectional (blue) or convergent (red) orientation with respect to replication from the
nearest origin (circles similarly color-coded in the two orientations) were aligned at the start codon and normalized by size. Genes (gray) in the intervening
region between the origin and DSB-associated gene are illustrated to indicate the longer gene-to-origin distance in MEC1 cells. The numbers of DSBs
occurring at the relative positions of each gene were reported for the codirectional (blue) or convergent (red) groups in histograms.
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tance between the center of each DSB and its associated gene—the

actual distance (to the start, middle, and end of the gene) was

normalized by gene size. InMEC1 cells, DSBs tended to occur near the

59-end of genes regardless of replication fork direction (Fig. 3C).

However, there was a relatively increased proportion of DSBs near the

39-end of genes when replication and transcription was convergent

(Fig. 3C). Inmec1 cells,DSBswere similarly enrichednear the 59-endof

genes in codirectional replication and transcription; however, there

was a more significant shift of DSBs toward the middle and 39-end of

genes when replication and transcription were convergent.

RNA-seq reveals cell cycle phase-specific gene expression
in mec1 and MEC1 cells

To further substantiate our core hypothesis, we examined global

gene expression in cells under identical experimental conditions as

for Break-seq, with the exception that two Recovery samples (R30

and R60, for 30 and 60min of recovery, respectively) for each strain

were collected (Fig. 4A). Flow cytometry analysis showed delayed

replication progression during recovery in the mec1 compared to

theMEC1 (WT) cells (Fig. 4B). Paired-end sequence reads from the

mRNA libraries were quantified by RPKM (reads per kilobase per

million reads) for every mRNA in the yeast genome (Supplemental

Table S9). Those genes showing significant change (P < 0.05)

between samples were identified (Supplemental Table S10). Hier-

archical clustering analysis validated HU induction of genes from

previously defined functional groups, including the Mec1 check-

point-dependent DNA damage signature genes (Fig. 4C, left panel;

Supplemental Table S10; Gasch et al. 2001; Dubacq et al. 2006).We

then identified those geneswith relatively higher expression in the

Recovery than in theHU sample for bothMEC1 andmec1 cells (Fig.

4C, middle and right panels; Supplemental Table S10). GO en-

richment analysis demonstrated increased expression of oxidative

stress response genes as exemplified by genes with oxidoreductase

activities and those involved in cell wall structures in both MEC1

and mec1 cells (Supplemental Table S11). Moreover, mec1 cells

produced increased expression from iron binding genes [GO:5506]

specifically during recovery, consistent with the observation that

the enriched DSB-associated genes were predominantly metal ion

transporter genes. Likewise, genes in the structural constituent of

cell wall [GO:5199], comprised of TIP1, SED1, CIS3, HSP150, and

PIR1, are all stress-response genes showing increased expression

Figure 4. RNA-seq analysis. (A) Illustration of sample collection: (G1) a-factor arrested; (HU) exposed to HU for 1 h; (R30 and R60) recovery from HU for
30 and 60 min, respectively. (B) Cell cycle progression by FACS. (Asyn) Log phase culture prior to cell cycle synchronization. (C ) Selected clusters of gene
expression patterns in MEC1 (WT) and mec1 cells. Color bar values indicate log10 transformed values of normalized RPKM read count. The three panels
represent growth phase- and strain-specific gene expression patterns. Selected genes in each cluster are boxed for emphasis and color-coded for the
functional groups. (Left) HU-specific andMec1-dependent (e.g., DNA damage response genes in blue boxes); (middle) Recovery-specific in WT cells (e.g.,
stress-response genes in orange boxes); (right) Recovery-specific inmec1 cells (e.g., metal ion transporter genes in purple boxes). Gene expression profiles
for selected Recovery-specific genes inWT (D) andmec1 (E) cells from the cluster analysis are shown. The times at which the samples were taken are labeled
on the time scale on the x-axes.
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during recovery inMEC1 cells (Supplemental Table S11). Temporal

expression profiles of selected genes from these groups demon-

strated recovery-specific expression in the respective strains (Fig.

4D,E). Therefore, these results recapitulated the enriched DSB

patterns and provided support for our core hypothesis.

Chromosome breakage at the metal ion transporter genes
is further enhanced by additional iron chelation in mec1 cells
recovering from HU

To further substantiate the hypothesis thatHU-induced expression

of metal ion transporter genes resulted in DSBs, we used bath-

ophenanthroline sulfonate (BPS), an iron chelator, to further drive

gene expression at the transporter genes in mec1 cells. After the

release from the G1/S transition and incubation with HU for 1 h,

cells were allowed to recover with or without BPS for 1 h (R-1h +

BPS and R-1h�BPS, respectively). First, we did not observe a sig-

nificant difference at bulk levels of chromosome breakage in these

samples by pulse field gel electrophoresis (Fig. 5A). Because DSBs

were abundant, Break-chip offered sufficient sensitivity for this

analysis. As shown in Figure 5B, higher levels of DSBs were ob-

served at selected genomic regions in the samplewith BPS than the

onewithout BPS.We calculated the average signals in a 1-kb sliding

window across the genome and identified those windows with

a significant increase in the R-1h + BPS sample compared to the

R-1h�BPS sample (>2 standard deviations, P < 0.05). We found

362 associated genes (Supplemental Table S12), including ARN2

(encoding a siderophore transporter) and GIN4 (encoding a pro-

tein kinase involved in bud growth and septin ring assembly) (Fig.

5B), both shown to be transcriptionally induced by iron depriva-

tion (Yun et al. 2000; Protchenko et al. 2001; Shakoury-Elizeh et al.

2004; Puig et al. 2008). GO enrichment analysis revealed the fol-

lowing top categories, in descending order of significance: copper

ion membrane transport [GO:35434] (P = 0.0001); copper ion

import [GO:15677] (P = 0.0004); and mRNA export from nucleus

in response to heat stress [GO:31990] (P = 0.0011). These genes are

also enriched for iron ion homeostasis [GO:55072] (P = 0.0090).

These results are consistent with our prediction that BPS treatment

would further increase the transport of heavy metal ions across

cellularmembranes, thus supporting our hypothesis that DSBs can

be enhanced by gene expression to increase the probability of

conflicts with replication.

Programmed replication-transcription conflict through HU
induction causes plasmid instability

To provide a more rigorous test of our hypothesis, we also asked

whether HU produces chromosome instability in programmed

convergent replication and transcription. We selected four genes,

YHK8, AHP1, RNR3, and TSA1, previously shown to be induced by

HU (Dubacq et al. 2006), as verified by RNA-seq (Supplemental

Table S10). We cloned these genes and their endogenous pro-

moters into a plasmid, YCpGal-ARS1-MCS, such that transcription

would either occur toward (F) or away from (R) ARS1. Wemeasured

plasmid retention in MEC1 cells exposed to HU for 1 h after syn-

chronous entry into S phase, as well as in G1 control samples. The

results indicated that placing these genes in convergent orienta-

tion with the incoming replication fork led to a greater reduction

in plasmid stability compared to codirectional placement relative

to the replication fork (P = 0.02 in a paired Student’s t-test) (Fig. 6).

These experiments provided further evidence that HU-induced

convergent replication and transcription enhance chromosome

fragility.

Discussion
Our previous studies have established that, after transient expo-

sure to HU, checkpoint-deficient mec1 cells suffer from extensive

ssDNA formation and ultimately DSBs at destabilized replication

forks (Feng et al. 2011). In this study, Break-seq analyses not only

confirmed that chromosome breakage occurs at replication forks,

but also provided evidence for enrichedDSBswhen cells attempted

to recover from HU. The observations that enriched DSBs were

associated with stress-response genes and with different subgroups

represented in the MEC1 and mec1 cells

led to a model for the mechanism of en-

hanced chromosome breakage during re-

covery from HU (Fig. 7). We propose that

the enriched DSBs occurred at genomic

loci where replication forks encountered

transcription and/or transcription factor

binding at HU-induced genes. Because

the replication forks in MEC1 cells were

capable of traversing a greater distance

after the removal of HU than those in

mec1 cells, different subclasses of the

stress response genes were revealed in

these cells. Consistent with the pre-

dictions from this model, we showed

that further induction of the metal ion

transporter genes through iron depriva-

tion by BPS increased DSBs near these

genes. We also provided evidence that

programmed conflicts between replica-

tion and transcription induced by HU

led to the reduction of plasmid stability,

specifically when transcription occurred

in a convergent manner with respect to

replication. We acknowledge that there

Figure 5. Treatment with BPS induces additional breakage at discrete loci. (A) Chromosome
breakage is readily observed inmec1 cells recovering fromHU in the absence (blue,�BPS) and presence
of 0.8mMBPS (red, +BPS) by PFGE. BPS addition alone does not cause chromosome breakage: ‘‘BPS 1h’’
and ‘‘R 2h’’ represent cells that have been treated with BPS for 1 h and those that have recovered in fresh
medium for 1 h after treatment with BPS, respectively. (Marker) Yeast chromosome PFG marker; (l
DNA) phage lambda DNA,;50 kb. (B) Break-chip demonstrates examples of genomic regions showing
enhanced breakage in the +BPS sample (red) compared to the –BPS sample (blue), as indicated by
arrows.
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is considerable variability in each Break-seq experiment with re-

spect to the class of genes showing DSB association due to dif-

ferential replication dynamics. Nevertheless, gene expression

profiling provided support for the observed DSB patterns, as ex-

emplified by the iron-binding genes enriched inmec1 cells during

recovery from HU.

Our hypothesis predicts that enriched DSBs (in recovery)

would occur at genes normally expressed during S phase, such as the

histone genes. To our surprise, histone genes were largely excluded

from enriched DSBs despite the observation that the majority of

canonical histone genes indeed showed S phase-specific expression,

peaking at 30min during recovery fromHU (Supplemental Fig. S3A,

B). Therefore, we entertained the possibility that replication might

have preceded transcription at these loci, thus averting conflicts

between replication and transcription. Indeed, based on a previous

study (Alvino et al. 2007) at the cell cycle stage equivalent to the

recovery phase in our experiments, the earliest-replicating histone

genes (HTA1/HTB1 and HTA2/HTB2) have achieved ;80% replica-

tion.On theotherhand, the latest-replicatingnoncanonical histone

gene loci (HTZ1 and HHO1) were not transcriptionally induced

(Supplemental Fig. S3C). Thus, both groups of genes were spared

from replication-transcription conflict-induced DSBs. The HHF1/

HHT1 and HHF2/HHT2 loci with intermediate replication timing

and transcription induction comprised the only group that would

show higher probability of coinciding replication and transcription.

We did observe enriched DSBs in the vicinity of, albeit not within,

these genes (data not shown). Therefore, it seems that the histone

genes were largely exempted fromDSBs due to temporally separated

replication and transcription.

This work provided insights into the mechanisms of genome

instability induced through replication-transcription conflicts.

Meta-analysis of break positions within DSB-associated genes

suggest that replication forks tend to stall at the 59-end of genes

regardless of fork direction in MEC1 cells, albeit with a relative

increase at the 39-ends when replication and transcription were

convergent. This biased DSB pattern was more pronounced in

mec1 cells—although codirectional replication and transcription

still produced DSBs primarily at the 59-ends of genes, convergent

juxtaposition led to amore notable shift toward themiddle and 39-

ends. These results suggest that replication forks were generally

more unstable when encountering the transcription initiation

complex than the termination complex inMEC1 cells. In contrast,

in mec1 cells, convergent replication forks were more unstable

when encountering the transcription elongation and/or termina-

tion complex. Alternatively, these biased DSB distributions might

reflect the patterns of residual stalled transcription initiation or

elongation complex from G1 persisting into subsequent stages of

the cell cycle. Our observations in MEC1 yeast cells therefore

contrasted the ‘‘punctuation mark theory’’ based on bacterial

plasmids in which the transcription initiation complex preferen-

tially stalls the convergent replication fork, whereas the termina-

tion complex preferentially stalls the codirectional replication fork

(Mirkin et al. 2006). This apparent discrepancy might reflect in-

trinsic differences between a functional transcription complex in

our system versus an engineered and stationary complex in bac-

teria. Alternatively, differences in replication fork speed and/or

replicative helicase polarities between these two organisms might

also contribute to these results. Future work is warranted to in-

vestigate the cause for the positional bias of replication fork stall-

ing within a transcription unit in yeast.

Our work also bears on our understanding of HU’s impact

on cellular processes. Although HU is primarily known as a ribo-

nucleotide reductase inhibitor, it has a multitude of other cellu-

lar effects. For instance, HU treatment results in lowered in-

tracellular iron and in turn, increased iron uptake by transferrin

(Chitambar and Wereley 1995). HU has also been shown to bind

metal ions such as iron and copper directly (Konstantinou et al.

2011). Moreover, HU induces oxidative stress response (Dubacq

et al. 2006). Cellular defense against oxidative stress requires

the activities of superoxide dismutases (SODs), which in turn

require increased mobilization of heavy metals across different

cellular membranes for their activities toward reactive oxygen

species: copper and zinc for Sod1 (Bermingham-McDonogh et al.

1988; Chang et al. 1991) and manganese for Sod2 (Ravindranath

and Fridovich 1975). Finally, we have also uncovered diverse

chemical-genetic interactions between HU and a wide range of

genetic mutants (McCulley et al. 2014). Therefore, we propose

that HU triggers a global stress response involving proteins

with a wide range of cellular functions, including heavy metal

mobilization.

In summary, we have upgraded Break-chip to Break-seq with

superior sensitivity of DSB detection. This improvement facilitated

the discovery of enrichedDSBs in cells recovering fromexposure to

HU compared to cells whose cell cycle was still arrested by the drug

and led to the hypothesis that unscheduled conflict between rep-

lication and transcription underlies replication stress-induced

chromosome breakage. Our model potentially provides a solution

to a long-standing problem in mammalian chromosome biology:

The reason why replication inhibitors induce distinct patterns of

CFSs is because they each produce a different gene expression

pattern and cause replication-transcription conflicts at different

genomic regions. This work also explains why chromosome

breakage was more pronounced in the Recovery than in the HU

sample: In HU, replication forks stall and have a lower probability

Figure 6. Replication and transcription in a convergent orientation
cause higher levels of plasmid instability after HU induction than when
in a codirectional orientation. Box plot of the percentages of change in
plasmid stability in MEC1 cells carrying YHK8, AHP1, TSA1, and RNR3, in
either convergent (�F) or codirectional (�R) juxtaposition relative to the
ARS1 origin, after exposure to HU compared to the control (before ex-
posure to HU) in a synchronous culture. Note that negative values de-
note increased plasmid loss. Each box encloses 50% of the data with the
median value of the variable displayed as a line. The top and bottom of
the box mark the upper and lower quartile (limits of 625% of the vari-
able population), respectively. The lines extending from the top and
bottom of each box mark the minimum and maximum values within the
data set.
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of breaking and colliding with transcription, whereas during re-

covery they can resume or initiate from the previously unfired

origins, thus increasing the probability of DSBs. We believe that

the Break-seq methodology as well as our proposed model of

chromosome breakage will have direct impact on the discovery of

mammalian chromosome fragile sites.

Methods

Yeast growth conditions and strains
All yeast strains were cultured in YPDmedium or SCmedium lacking
tryptophan and incubated at 30°C. The strains used in this studywere
derivatives of strain A364a: WFA72; MATa leu2-3,112 trp1-1 his3-11
and WFA73; MATa mec1-1THIS3 sml1-1 leu2-3,112 trp1-1 his3-11.

Cell cycle synchronization, sample collection, and preparation
of agarose-embedded chromosomal DNA

Cells were grown in YPD liquid medium at 30°C until they
reached an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of ;0.25. The
cultures were then synchronized by 3 mM a-factor, followed by
release into S phase with pronase addition (0.3 mg/mL). HU was
added at 200 mM immediately before adding pronase. After 1 h,
cultures were filtered to remove HU and cells were resuspended in
fresh YPD medium to recover for up to 3 h with samples taken
every hour. BPS was added at 0.8 mM to the YPD medium just
before cell resuspension. Approximately 106 yeast cells from each
sample were washed in 50 mM EDTA and embedded in 0.5%
Incert low-melting agarose (Lonza) in 50 mM EDTA, then cast
in a 100-mL mold (Bio-Rad) to solidify. The plugs were then

processed for cell lysis and protein re-
moval as previously described (Feng et al.
2011).

Flow cytometric analysis

One-milliliter samples from the syn-
chronized cultures described above were
collected every 15 min and fixed with
ethanol. SYTOX green-stained samples
were measured for DNA content with
a Beckton Dickinson LSRFortessa. Data
analysis was performed with FlowJo.

Pulse field gel electrophoresis

PFGE analysis was performed as described
previously (van Brabant et al. 2001).
Electrophoresis was conducted for 24 h at
14°C with a switch time ramped from 10
to 90 sec at 6 volts/cm. Standard pro-
cedures were used to ethidium bromide
stain and photograph the gel.

Cloning of AHP1, TSA1, YHK8, and RNR3

PCR products of AHP1, TSA1, YHK8, and
RNR3, alongwith flanking sequences, were
cloned into YCpGal-ARS1-MCS, derived
from YCpGal-ARS1 (MK Raghuraman,
unpubl.), replacing a GAL1 promoter
adjacent to the origin, ARS1, such
that transcription occurs either toward
(Forward, ‘‘F’’) or away from (Reverse,

‘‘R’’) ARS1. The PCR products were inserted as either NdeI-NotI
(AHP1) or AseI-NotI (all others) fragments into the NdeI and NotI
sites. PCR primer sequences are listed in Supplemental Table S13.
All clones were confirmed by Sanger sequencing.

Plasmid retention assay

WFA72 cells transformed with plasmids described above were
grown in synthetic medium lacking tryptophan (SC-Trp) at 30°C
until OD600 reached ;0.25. Cell cycle synchronization and HU
(200 mM) treatment were performed as described above. After 1 h
treatment, serial diluted cells were plated at;500 cells per plate on
solid YPD or SC-Trp medium after sonication, and plates were in-
cubated for 2–3 d at 30°C before colonies were counted. The per-
centage of plasmid retention was calculated as the percentage of
tryptophan prototrophic colonies of total number of colonies on
YPDmedium. Each measurement was averaged from at least three
biological replicates.

Break-seq and data analyses

Agarose-embedded chromosomal DNA samples were subjected to
Break-seq library construction. Detailed procedures as well as se-
quence data analyses, including the random simulation tests, are
described in the Supplemental Material.

Break-chip

DSB labeling followed by sample hybridization on Agilent G4493A
Yeast Whole Genome ChIP-on-Chip 4 3 44K microarrays were
performed as previously described with one modification (Feng

Figure 7. Model for chromosome fragility induced by HU as a result of unscheduled conflict between
destabilized replication forks and increased gene transcription at HU-inducible genes in mec1 cells and
MEC1 cells. In the presence of HU only those Rad53-unchecked origins (Feng et al. 2006) are activated in
MEC1 cells and the replication forks travel a greater distance than those in themec1 cells, thus reaching
different locations in the genome. Therefore, during recovery from HU, the stalled replication forks in
MEC1 andmec1 cells encounter the transcription induction of different subsets of HU-responsive genes.
Collision between replication and transcription brings forth further destabilization of the ssDNA at the
replication forks, causingDSBs. Note that although the replication forks inWT cells would have traversed
through the HU-induced genes that are proximal to the origins observed in themec1 cells, ssDNA is only
formed at the replication fork at a more distal region, thus sparing these genes from DSBs.
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et al. 2011). Extraction of DNA from agarose plugs was performed
by b-agarase digestion rather than electroelution described in the
Break-seq procedures.

RNA-seq

Total RNAwas isolated from;53 108 cells by standard procedure,
and 2 mg of RNA from each sample was used to prepare mRNA
libraries using the Illumina TruSeq Stranded mRNA Sample Prep-
aration Kit according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.
The libraries were validated on the Agilent Technologies 2100
Bioanalyzer using the Agilent DNA 1000 chip, pooled and se-
quenced on the MiSeq using a 2 3 75 cycle run. Raw sequences
were mapped onto the SacCer3 genome by BWA and subsequent
analyses were performed with SeqMonk and Cluster 3.0 (de Hoon
et al. 2004). Java TreeView (Saldanha 2004) was used to visualize
clustered data.

Gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis

All data analysis of GO enrichment for either molecular function
or biological process was performed with the Saccharomyces cer-
evisiae genome database ‘‘Gene Ontology Enrichment’’ widget, or
by using FunSpec (Robinson et al. 2002) with a maximum P-value
of 0.01. For RNA-seq data, GO enrichment P-values were corrected
for multiple testing by the Benjamini-Hochberg method
(Hochberg and Benjamini 1990).

Data access
All primary sequencing data from this study have been submitted
to the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO; http://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/geo/) under the SuperSeries accession GSE63517,
with the Break-seq, RNA-seq, and Break-chip data assigned sepa-
rate accession numbers, GSE58808, GSE63516, and GSE64446,
respectively.
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